Organization: Madison- Morgan Cultural Center
Volunteer Title: Hospitality Volunteer
Work Location: Home of Volunteer
Volunteer Impact: Be a part of bringing the arts to Madison! Each season, MMCC offers an
eclectic selection of performances, art exhibits, and community events! Our volunteers play a
critical role in making these events run smoothly and, most importantly, making the events
memorable for our patrons! With all performers and exhibits of international acclaim, MMCC
brings the quality of art one would expect to find in Atlanta right into Madison’s backyard. We
are the only local venue in our county that offers professional theatre, dance, and music
performances, and we are one of only two organizations that offer rotating visual art exhibits.
Currently, the Cultural Center serves more than 25,000 visitors yearly and maintains members
from Morgan, Newton, Oconee, Clarke, Greene, Putnam, Jasper, and Walton counties in Georgia.
Responsibilities and Duties: Hospitality volunteers are kind enough to open their homes to
MMCC performers, giving them a place to stay during their engagement at the Cultural Center.
Hospitality volunteers should provide a clean and private space within their home for the
performer to stay. If the volunteer has any specific household rules, they should communicate
them to the performer. If the volunteer has any concerns regarding the behavior of the performer
in their home, they should contact MMCC immediately.
Qualifications:
 A passion for the arts and MMCC
 Must desire to advocate and promote MMCC
 House must have an additional private room
 House should be clean
 House should have basic security features such as a smoke alarm and carbon-monoxide
detector
Skills, Experience, and Attitudes: Volunteers should be polite to performers and respect their
privacy.
Orientation and Training: There will be an orientation for new volunteers. Please inquire at the
Cultural Center for dates.
Benefits:
 Free admission to the performance for which you house the volunteer
 1 free concession item at the performance for which you house the volunteer
 Meeting nationally renowned and Grammy winning performers
 Giving back to the Madison community

